
❶Real Essential Difficulties of past and now the World：

①The conclusion is always two logical exclusive,such as 1 or 0,light or dark.

②As for mankind,their possible option for others is also always give or take.

The former is basic behaviour of adult parents,the latter is that of children.

③Give.take relation is universal being in any stage of living organization.

④After all,the supreme problem of human relation is depend on satisfaction in

giving and taking,or producing and consuming.What happen if without satis-

faction ?,It is conservative culture stagnation that is stable and right.

⑤Then retrospecting humanhistory,their main concern was always how much taking

from others(or land and sea).Rather sophiscated system was called kingdom in

which king the winner occupy all the thing by means of wars and dictatorship.

Now kings are changed their fasion and called capitalists and beurocrats.

⑥The supremely developped nation on giving,taking,producing,consuming

with utilizing possible large scale technolgy was build as USA.After world war

the 2nd,many nations people taked in copies of USA way of life.Hoever their

fail was such excess adaptability.It would be fatal,because excess producing &

consuming had come to poin to break down the fundamentl living resouce fields,

or in other words,hazardaous global climante change.

⑦Author knows also fundamentalists who believe in God,reject modern culture and

live in traditional,old fasioned way of life without even electric power.It

may be entirely ridiculous for many people.However they are right in a sense.

⑧It may be also not less who think of moderately way of consuming life.Then why

USA had grown up to be gigantic?.It is caused from minor family the nobility,

monopoly autocrat who fear decline of their high status by peoples hates.

Then they had to give peoples much goods by accerating competitive commercial

capitalism and peoples vanity in order to avoid peoples hates against them.

－The First Problem of the World is America－

As for many nations,above all,the infulence of USA may be the most.Because

many ways of modern life was made in USA. By the wealth,technology,political &

miritary power,USA dominated this world ,as is called USA imperialism.However

even such they have come to a singular era of encountering unprecedented

financial and living resources difficulty,which has been warned for long time.

Then possible options is two,the one is becoming more competive nation with

hates,the other is becoming more cooperative natinon with generousities.



⑨God vs Satan<the kernel problem of hum anbeing history> :

The essential tragedy of humanbeing and also the key to liberate humanbeing are

all concentrated in this one paragraphe. Yes,people must be equal !.Reader

should study this taught carefully.Then all the mysteries could be solved

clearly.Author heard that the original was in supplementary story of the bible.

⑩Rich USA had to take from other nations(problems of strategy imperialism ):

⑴20％ USA people is said to be poor,though USA is the richest nation than any

other nations.Why so rich?.They take money and resources from other nations.

⑵For example,about 20 years ago,Mr Baker Secretary of the State said to Japan.

Income structure should be top heavy one,and then,it had become realized as

that 75% of national income is pocketed by few of 1/4 people,and also even 1/3

employment is temporary without decent socialwellfare.Thus now radical income

gapp had growned and social stability had been lost.Then where the enourmous

surplus money to go?,yes abroad,especially investment for USA.

⑶Japan is peudo democrat nation with invisible fascism operated by CIA since

end of the war.The long range dictatorship of LDP(liberal democratic party)has

been closely connected to the power of USA for supporting the imperialism.

⑷Japan's appeared prosperity hides collapse of thier essential nation function.

Food selfsupply becomes 40%,and above all,selfdependent and mutua-trusting

mind had been lost in recent years by large scale conspiracies by CIA.

⑸These situation might be seen in so called satelite nations of USA.

⑹To tell the fact,it is USA who is the Satan nation.Almost USA citizens know

nothing these deepest sins of USA.

God ordered angels to keeldown befor Adam,then all of them did so,

but,only Satan rejected.Then God asked Satan,why did not so?.Satan replied,

"I am higher than him,because you made me from fire,but he was made from clay".

Consequently,God angried and ordered him thrown down to earth from heaven.

Thanks to God,I had been in terrible maze,so I will revenge him by ambush

attacking on people who are in straight road to God from side of left,right,

front and behind.Thus they would lose thanks and beliefe on God.

-Al'Quaran chap 7,P204(interpreted in English by author) from Japanese edition

,by original translator Toshihiko-Izutsu,Iwanami bookstore,1957,Tokyo-



⑪NAZIS-SIALIZERD USA(fascism invisible).

⑴The large scale decieving mechanism against people in USA.

Conclusionary to tell the kernel of cancer disease of USA has been in

dominating network invisible operated by certain intensions of the power

center(which is also seen in Japan).For amateure people,author recomannd

the movie "JFK" by Oliver Stone.This movie well disclosed realities of the

fascism operated by CIA,miritary-industry complex,police,judiciary beurocrats

in order to conceal the secret of Kennedy's assasin.Then you notice the common

keyword is "those who live by eating taxes !".None govermental people are

mere their maids and servants. What in the world,who pay tax ?.Tax payers are

disrespected by them.Thus you see a kernel is also giving and taking on tax.

A beurocrats is too arrogance due to his nothing bankruptcy,a capitalists is too

cautious on possibility of his decline.If they connect with each other, what...?

As for beurocrat-capitalist＝kings is the worst hazadous for people.

⑵After all,what is politics?,it is competition on tax money with guard of

national lows.This affair is quite analougous in USA and Japan.

⑶Here is threatening,old fasioned phylosophy disclosed by brave Americans.

"Fleshingout skull & bonds by K.Millegan and A.Sutton" disclosed,in relating

with Bush family,kernel secret of the origin of USA fascism imported from so

called Illuminaty in Germany to USA.They are secret society for dominating

USA and the world.They deeply concerned establishing CIA in operation paper

clipp which imported many NAZIS.Their phylosophy is due to dictatorship in

Preucen and consider people and nation for exploiting for nobility autocrat

the eugenic principle.In additon to tell,Bush family is kinship with British

king.Therefore Bush and Blayer deeply cooperated in 9/11 than any others.

⑷9/11 was the final stage of trying recovery of the ultra-rightism in USA.

For long time,the miritary-industry complex(MIC) had been disrespected in

Klinton disarmament policy.In his boyhood,he encountered Kennedy and was

infuluenced his phylosophy(liberalism,east-west detant with disarment).Thus

both of them were teribbly hated by MIC-etc.Consequently in the most doubtful

election in USA,Bush the marionet of MIC-etc of urtra-rightist groupe became

president for recovering their power.His first work was the big order to

Lockheed.Then that 9/11 was conspired and executed by Bush's secret groupe

in order to make war against middle east and invade the oil land.(domestic oil

resource in USA said to be starved before long).The dramatic attack was



executed by remote controlled airplanes(embeded device called "Homerun")

and timer bombs embeded in the buildings.Thus inocent musulim had been made up

as radical criminal,against whoom,Amarican had become severely hatered.Thus

the most unprecedented unreasoable wars in humann history had been made

against muslim nations.In the later,many doubtful evidents has been in

succesion pointed out on 9/11.In recent USA,most of people are said not to

trust on goverment report on 9/11.

⑸In order to make own benefit chance,they make own crisis as conspiracy.

Certainly such attacking own nation is far beyond normal commonsense,however,

as the consequence,gigantic decieving becomes possible.Actually American

bussines scholl has such lecture(Friendly fascism,by Bertram Gross).Such

conspiracy already had actually executed in Japan as Oumu-sinrikyou case

(religeous kartell in 1995),in which police spy had been inspecting their secret

activities for long time.Therefore the unpredecented crime(poison spreading in

crowded subway)was executed just before police inspecting.Since then,this

ultra-anti moral crime had entirely changed property of Japanese crime from

that of past.Consequently people's voice for strengthen police power was

formed.2008 in USA,the subprime loan crisis has become very serious.As for

Japan,they had precedently experienced similar case in long reession 1990^2001

by gigantic failure in excess investment on real-estate.Japan might be a

nation for various experiments field.

⑫Poverty in prosperity or a prosperity in poverty:

⑴Now back to the problem on ④＝"what is satisfaction ?".The conclusion may

lies in "equality".For example,there is a town with enclosed high wall where

only rich are inhabitants,one of who said that worth in this town becomes

comparing level of material life,or vanity competition(2006?,TV-NHK,Tokyo).

That is,a satisfaction is rather relativistic,not absolute.

⑵(Pride ＆ vanity？) in (rich ＆ poverty):

A people fear for others considering his poverty is caused by incompetence.

Especially high status people are bitterly causious for his status decline.

Therefore the solution is evident that people must be equall.

⑶Hereditary as anti-democracy:

For accomplishing most benefit for organinzation,the leader must be elected by

evaluating only his ability.This is the fundamentl principle of democracy.



❷Overcoming the Difficulties by Peoples Unite with Truthes & Generosities.

①The established science is up side down.The worst typical example is religeon.

People are made up to believe science fact contradict with religeous fact.

⑴Most frontier mathematical physics had made it evident that a physical vaccume

⑵The most large number of natural number set and the mystery of real number 0*.

You can never tell the most large natural number{0,1,2,3,...... M.}definitely.

If you say M is the largest,then (M+1)?.Yes,it is so called infinity＝∞.Now

you imagine x＝1/M,where M is the largest number.It may should be zero 0*＝0.

However,such M is indefinite,so that real number＝0* also must be indefinite!.

Therefore,you never can simply tell nothing as for 0* which is indefinite!!.

⑶0*＝+a-a,where a is arbitary number.Actually PV is observed as ± symmetry。

⑸A realization of contradiction enable everything＝allmighty！！！ .(Logic Theorem)

⑹The being of spiritual in the other world is true.Because VP world is composed

of arbitary matter M+ and anti-matter M- by pair(dipole) which can be alive.

Paranormal phenomena is true,such as prophecy by person paranormal ability.

⑺You may feel something extraordinary.If possible,author wish to write more

details in other paper,

A truth was a realization or shall be a realizability.They are recognizable by

scientifical way,or religeous prophecies.The former is applicable for material

domain problem, and the latter is for humann(mind) domain problem.

The supreme conclusion in the latter may be "people must be equal in God!".

As the consequence, people must co-live with together !!.

(PV)world is not mere an empty,on the contrary,the world is everything at all !!.

⑷PV world is logically contradictional

and then everything becomes simuletaneously possible.

⒜proposition A :[if presupposition P,then result Q is realized].

⒝proposition not A:[if presupposition P,then result not Q is realized].

⒞contradiction A and (not A):

[if presupposition P,then result Q and (not Q)is simuletaneously realized].

☞:In material world,you never can see simuletaneous realization of Q and not Q.

Although,in VP world,simuletaneous realization of Q and (not Q) is realizable

due to similar way of 0*＝+a-a.It's world wide official recoginition that in

vaccume,a creation from nothing is possible as way of (0*＝+a-a) in short

time interval.It's a breakdown of causaity low(realization of contradiction).

It is called vaccume polarization phenomena in elementary particle physics.



②Human-being as incomplete one:

③Why such being as God had created Satan ?.

For being light, also dark must be,for being happiness,also unhappiness must

be.If nothing negation being,the affimative being become impossible.It is so

called exclusive logic.The being of Satan may be a trial to be overcome for

humannbeing.Maybe God's most agnony is the problem,so God had sent missonary

with the prophecy.Thus we humannbeing is tested to be worthy to live.Therefore

we must make possible efforts to prove being worthy to live.

④A blessed people are all religeous one.

In Japan,they say that most happy nation people is Italian.It may need

verification to ask themselves.Bari iland people is heared to be happy by

their way of life with art talent,who live in very religeous way of life with

dairy prey for their ancestor.

☞:Author now does not relate with any specified religeous organizations.He only

reports very highly reliable matters(≒fact) derived from theoretical-

experimental physics(but not officially published by the authorities) and

from general informations distributed in the world.

⑴Conclusionary telling,humannbeing knowledge is always incomplete,

but allmighty being is not.

The mercyful they has been observing humann history from the other world.Then

situation becomes so serious,they send missionary to the earth.It's the origin

of religeon which give us the supreme knowledges guiding us better way.Yes,that

is so called relief.However allogance humannbeing will not understand their true

essence. A truth is sometimes up side down,an animal never need religeon because

they are naturally blessed being(they never kill each other in their groupe),

but only humannbeing is entirely not.Therefore "religeon" has become necessary.

Hey you,look on the earth from heaven,humannbeing is only to fight with each

other for occupying .It never fail to seem very ugly for observer !.

In other saying,those nation where religeon is not genuine,suppresive,exclusive

seems being tend to become hell.However,it simply can not be said that being

church dose not simply means realy religeous.



⑤How to Accomplish people's equality ？.<Strike out the satan phylosophy !!!>

⑴Democray principle：

For accomplishing most benefit for all the people of organinzation,possible

best electing the leader must be wider equall opportunity by evaluating only his

ability of leadership,but not by any other factors.This is the fundamentl and

pragmatical principle of democracy. This agrees with also God's order.

They say today's world has become democracy by abolishing kingdom dictator.

However a hereditary is extremely stubborn and has been survibe even today.

The typical exmaple is the imperial of UK,Japan,etc.In such nations,their

dominating class is stubborn hereditary one who are extremely cautious on their

status decline,so their main concern is only egoistic defence on their status.

All the threatening for people by evil rightism activity has been caused from

them(The 9/11 is the worst terro by them in the world history,Bush connects with

UK imperial).Marx proposed unite of international labourer,but actuall unite is

that of the hereditary class.Each nations people are divided by their own local

egoism under circumstance of certain well made intensions.Because a world wide

established mass media(newspaper,TV)is a sort of intentional(conspiracy).

However as so,there are also minor,but sound anti-established news sorces.

VS

⑵Thoese who causious for their high status decline is to unite secretly.

So called secret society such as skull & bonds,freemason are all due to above

reasons.There are testimonies that they conspired revolutions and even world

wars for establishing their hegemony.

⑶A conservative politics belongs to such hereditary groupes or establishments.

⑷Satan phylosophy:They consider themself eugenic(=nobility) to do dominate.

Humannbeing is devided to those who are dominated and who do dominate.

This is nothing without representing discriminating ideology !.

Summary and simply to tell,we are to be inferior to them !.In the below,we

shall show that we can do better way!.

⑸Democracy principle is far sperior to hereditary:

This is evident that we can elect leader from the overwhelming major groupe by

their actuall ability.On the other hand,hereditary is extremely minor groupe.

⑹Why they are good for nothing is,above all,their petty egocentrisism,

which had made this world hell such as wars,and global thermalized crisis.



❸Alredy we had won the victory called the supreme truthes.

After all,only correct ideology(it is simply truthes)can create genuine world,

on the other hand,that of Satan(being against God) is up side down.

①God make this universe from nothing(＝o*)<Al,Quaran>:

It's difficult to give full deatil on this paper.After all,a basis of science

had completed as so called Symbolic Logic(basis low of comprehension)and

Quantum Physics(supreme knowledge on matter & vaccume).The creation process of

universe was described Quantum Gravitational Dynamics as standard theory(1995).

In 1993,Super conducting super collider in Texas was aborted by the discovery.

However the mystery of life creation process has not yet be interpreted by

science.It maybe the supreme miracle art of God.A life is miracle,because,it

may be extremely rare,but there's record of humann who lived only with water(21).

⑶Now world is dominated by atheism、but they are defeated !.Then note that there

are many misleaded religeon groupes on the earth,who now conspire with Satan.

②That people must be equal is God's order<Al,Quaran>:

⑴The story❶⑨ teaches everything at all.

⑵As was mentioned in ❷⑤,this agrees with pragmatical view point.

⑶The relaization of people's equality is to live together.

③The problem of overcoming evil inheritances of Satan:

⑴Then we should know that they(Satan) may had known own destiny(by his prophet)

and had setted suicide timer bomb called the global thermalized crisis.

The most difficulty is little time and little advitisement on the problem.

⑵Now their foolish servants eagerly wish to conceal the facts.Knowing the fact

is mimimum conditon for establishing to live together mentioned in above.

⑶Therefore nothing is more necessary than

world wide unite of people with the truthes.

⑴Because,nothing world is allmighty one<see ❷①⑸>.

The nothing world is out of scientifical low (out of causality),

or nothing restriciton of physics low,hence everything become possible.

⑵The being of spiritual in the other world is true<see ❷①⑹>.

As the consequnece,our life is not only this world,but also in the other one.

Threfore we should prey for our ancestors with thanks.
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A1:As for a Network Dynamics Method for Economics for Living with Together:

The last main theme is introducing an economics for realizing above phylosophy.

People can be fundamentally free to live if they ensure foods,energy and housing.

Ofcourse the triple goods is not sufficient for greedy modern life,but it will

ensure minimum living needs. This had already become serious in the world.

⑴The essential need for economics is to estimate demand and adjust supply

in total system with mimimum cost and with stable state.

⑵So grasping total economic dynamics(time dependent economics)is necessary.

⑶Author had developped the dynamics by variables mappinng method as for AB.

AB(account book) is detailed data collection on dealing goods with money flow.

After all,social sum of AB is complete one to one mapping between real economy.

⒜account book：

⒝elementary process of commercial dealing：

goods flow(Njk) 1

k Sjk＝pjk×Njk j(own) N 2

money flow(Sjk)

3

⒞economics network： k

All the dealer is numbered as {1,2,..,N}.

Any of between the two forms above ⒝.

j j-1

Dealer number Income=price(t)×quantity(t) Outcome <t≡financial year>.

1 Sj1(t)＝pj1(t)×Nj1(t)。 S1j＝p1j×N1j。

2 Sj1＝pj2×Nj2。 S2j＝p2j×N2j。

:

j (own) Sjj(t)<surplus> financial term

:

k Sjk＝pjk×Njk。(money flow j←k) Skj＝pkj×Nkj。(k←j)

:

N SjN＝pjN×NjN。 SNj＝pNj×NNj。

Ij(t)≡possible payment

＝Σk≠＝j＝l
NωjkIk＋(d/dt)[Dj-ωjjIj)]



⑷The mapping fundamentaly yield simultaneous equations for dealing variables.

⒜(d/dt)[ωjj(t)Ij－Dj(t)]＝Σk＝l
Nωjk(t)Ik(t)－Σk＝l

Nωkj(t)Ij(t).<sales account EQN>.

<surplus－debt>year increasing＝sales sum－payment sum.

⒝Sjk＝pjk(t)×Njk(t)＝ωjk(t)Ik(t)。 <market balance equation>

<j←k sales>＝price×quantity＝<j←k pay probability>×<k possible payment>

*There are another equations for becoming complete simuletaneous equation system.

⑸Summary to tell,such faithful mapping become possible without any ideolgy.

⑹The theory is now not complete,however,the mapping method may be most strict.

⑺By employing larger AB,the number of variables must be reduced to calculate.

⑻From ⒜,serious financial theorem is derived on debt and current asset.

[Total sum of accumlated debt＝Total sum of accumlated current asset].

⑼In Recent years FRB has been printing almost explosively $s,so the radical

inflation has evoked in basic living resouces markets,oil,wheat,corn,etc

in order to relax financial crisis due to such subprime loans,etc.FRB is now

trying to gather all the debts in USA into ownself for terminating the crisis.

⑽As for global economics view point,international industrialization tends to be

excess,on the other hand,basic living resource supply tend to be insufficient

due to demand growing and resource recession.The latter is now partly due to

global climate change.Before long,the tendency will steadily grow.

⒜Therefore,it is entirely ridiculous to seek such as international vanity

competieion,which has been stimulated by the prosperity show window of USA.

On the contrary,any nation should seek self-producing fundamental living

resources,especially food,water,and clean energy supply.

⒝After all,IPCC reports tell almost noncommittal attitude,so many nation take

footloose policy.As the consequnce,nothing relief is to be accomplished.

⒞From current situation routes view,the catastrophe will never be evaded.The

final answer is necessity of the global agreement on energy supply of

officilized control for each nation.If not so,ridiculous global economic

competition will destroy ownself.For the aim,"decent phylosophy and decent

caluculatable economics" will be necessary.
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Ｓet of notＡ

A2:Introduction to the basic low of comprehension≡Logic:

①A contradiction never happen in our material world with finite probability.

<☞:but it can happen with the zero(that miracle real number 0*) probability>.

⑴Typical exmaple：

A merchant say "this spear can break through any shields,and this shield can

block any spears".Then a passinger asked the merchant" If you try to break

thorough the shield with the spear ,what will happen ?",..........。

⑶A contradiction is to break down something orderly.Telling lie cause loss of

others,An error causes breaking down some order in our material world.

②If a contradiction had happened,then what would cause ?.

In the below paragraph is a conveniece for comprehension for amateure readers.

The detail should be consulted with appropriatge texts on symbolic logic.

⑴If happened,it is in non-material world＝physical vaccume worold.

⑵Set is defined as collective of elements each of wihich satisfy menmber's

property.Propositin A is concerned with definition of the property.

⑶a simuletaneous realization of A and (not A) is everything.

Set of everything Ｕ＝Ａ＋not Ａ.

Set of Ａ

⑷In this way,a contradiction enable everything,It becomes allmighty !!.

The kernel problemi is contradiction which enable everything possible.

A way of logical comprehension is more indispensable than anything.

⑵In acutual our physical material world,it never be possible to realize

{A(breaking thorough the shied) and not A(not breaking thorough the shied)}

simuletaneously.As the consequence,our material world phenomena is basicly

non-contradictional.They happen mainly in our languageas(lie as software).

☞:Non-contradiction is an essense and a mathematics sytem can be created from

unique and only the presupposition of non-conctradictioness.Because,if cause

A,then result B is unique,it becomes something functional B＝f(A).

By assigning numbers set A yields unique value B is called function.

This is the fundamental reason why material science is described by math.



③The Completeness Theorem(≡CT)：

⑴A proof is a procedure to verify truth of proposition "if A,then result B"

such as "A≡N is natural number,and N+1 is too, then B≡the maximum one never

be determined definitely".Coarsely,CT could be mentioned as a true is provable.

⒜From the latest view,a true is realization as repeatable observable phenomena

with finite probability(1≧p＞0).Repeatable observability is realization with

finite probability,so true must be verified by anyone.Such being is called

taughtology(≡invalid true,evident true).Yes,a logic states only taughtology.

⒝Proof is definte procedure of deductive inference such as "presupposing A

concludes result B in evident way for which none can object .Such inference

A⊂B is also called taughtology.A=B,B=C,then A=C is taughtological inference.

⑵The simple proof of CT＝"A true is provable".<for vigrous students>.

⒜Proposition is defined as judgemental statement with determinability of the

true=1 or false=0.Such propositionis called complete.Certainly there are also

statement without determinability.Such proposition is defined as incomplete

one.A≡"Stock price in tommorow will increase" is incomplete.

predicative logic :subject(noun=n)＋predicative(P),cow(c)eat(E)glass(g)≡Ecg.

propositional logic:A≡Ecg,B≡Edm(dog eat meat);A∨B≡A or B,A∧B≡A and B,

⒝Proof is a definite symbol sequence as{A＝1,(A⊂B)≡1,⇒ B＝1}.

⒞(A⊂B)＝A B A⊂B A⊂B is called conditional and is kernel axisom of logic.

1 1 1 The meaning is"If presupposion A,then conclusion is B".

1 0 0 The left table is the truth value one.Then note that

0 1 1 conditional is "deductive inference" and always true when

0 0 1 presupposition is false.(0,1,1)means that inference is true

when result B is true,then false presuppostion is don't care.(0,0,1) means

both cause and result are false,the inference is true.Consquently with false

presupposition(＝contradiction),any inference becomes true.

⒟(A⊂B)＝┓(A∧┓B)＝┓A∨B,where ┓is negetion(not),∧＝and,∨＝or.

⒠For being invarid result B≡1(taughtological)when presuppositin A＝1,

B must be B＝A∨R,where R is certain proposition.

Then the inference become (A⊂B)＝┓A∨B＝┓A∨(A∨R)≡1.

Thus the inference is found to be taughtolgy(invalid true).<proof end>.



⒡A predicative logic can become propositinal logic in general.

There are two kind of noun such as individual one and collective one.

individual:sun,europe,Adam,Eva,a,1,...

collective:animal,natural number,Egyptian,......

As for the statement on collective noun x≡{x1,x2,x3...}≡set,

so called quantifier{∀,∃}is necessary.

*∀(universal quantifier )≡all of x,arbirtary x.

*∃(existential quantifier)≡certain of x,

Then following equation can be established in general.

∀xPx＝(x1Px1)∧(x2Px2)∧...＝A1∧A2∧...;

∃xPx＝(x1Px1)∨(x2Px2)∨...＝A1∨A2∧....

In the above way,so called predicated logic becomes simple propositional one

with condition of each terms definiteness of the truth value.

④The simple proof of IT＝"There must be incmplete propositon of which true

or false never be determined in non cotradictional Theory".

⑤As for Kurt Goedel(1906~1978):

Both CT(1930) & IT(1931) had been proved by Goedel, born in Chekoslovakia as

Germanish,but not Jewish. However he was obliged to refuge to USA in NAZIS era.

His work was a monumental landmark such that (a true is provable) ensures

completeness of science basis,so he could not help to enconter enemy in

phylosophy.Then he proved the incompleteness theorem,which curiously had

become more interested than completeness one in established world of speech

and writing.They made rumor that there is something that never be grasped by

science.But it had been found statistical phenomena recently.Consequntly a

scinece becomes necessary and sufficient with both causaitical and statistical.

Well,CT &IT era was the world economic panic and then now is also uncertain.

He died by fasting possibly as a resistance for unreasoable treatment by

medical.A logician and doctors may have been bad terms since then.

☞:As for descrete countability of infinitive set.

Established mathematician object non countability of real number set.

However real number never be finite due to definiteness of real number zero 0*.

proof:you never can determine the most large number in Natural Number Theory.

☞:The most important matter is IT belongs to statistical phenomena in general.

☞:Note that the real number 0* should be called the miracle number.

Then the probability 0* is to mean not nothing !!.
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A3:Introduction to Electric Power Generator of Nothing CO2 Emission:

❶For amateure readers(elementary electricity view point) :

⑴Electric charge and Coulomb low：

In general,matter is composed of positive charge and negative one such as

{e+ and e-}.They tend to be attractive between opposite signs,and repulsive

between same signs.Between two charge particles,there genetates remote force.

r

Qa+ Qb+ Qa+ Qb-

Same sing of charges Opposite sing of charges act attracitve force.

Qa- Qb- The intensity of force proportinal to the product of

act repusive force. charges (Qa+)×(Qb-) and 1/r,where r is the distance .

⑵electic field intensity Ｅ:

Charge yields electic field intensityＥ around it.It is called static electric

force observed in friction betweem two insulators.Electic field intensity Ｅ

is defined as force on charge as f＝qＥ,where f is quantity with the direction

(vector).Hence Ｅ induces charge movements as the dynanmics.

⑶voltage Ｖ is work(energy) taken in moving unit charge place A to place B in

electric field intensity. f＝qＥ

B ＶAB A

⑷work(energy) in daynamics is defined as product of against force(f.r)×distance

of displacement,which can be recognizable f

by mustle of arms in dary life(work). r

Here is the marvelos technology,by Nicola Tesla(1856~1943)the modern alternate

current generator inventor,which generate electric power from such as nothing.

Certainly it's ridiculous from the former view point of energy conservation low.

To tell from the very beginning,universe was created from nothing in such way as

0=+E－E，where +E is positive material energy,while -E is negative one of gravity

field.Both of them are accurately cacelled with each other.This fact is

offcially recognized as standard physics.However the great invention had been

historycally hidden by the authority and oil industry in USA at that time.

Now author introduce you B wave generator as Quantum Eectro-Dynamics(QED) as

standard physics.For the pragmatical realization,so called ferror delectric

material of good performances with low cost is necessary.



⑷current I＝Ｑ/t is charge amount passing throgh coss section Ｓ in unit time.

⑸electrical power flow Ｐ with Ｖ and Ｉin unit time：

Ｐ＝ＶＩ

Charge I passes across voltage Ｖ,so the work in unit time is ＶＩ.

Ｖ Ｉ

❷Circuits element and the energy view point.

⑴resistor Ｒ:alternate current generator(AC) with light bulb(＝resistor Ｒ).

Ｖ Ｉ Ｖ＝ＩＲ. <voltage＝current×resistor>

∿ Ｐ＝ＶＩ＝Ｉ²Ｒ＝Ｖ²/Ｒ. <power/sec：Ｐ＝Ｖ×Ｉ>

AC Ｒ

Resitor consumes elctrical power by Ｐ as lightening energy,and heat one.

Ｖ Ｉ Then Ｖ,Ｉ are alternating in a cycle with

2π the same phase.Then always Ｐ＝ＶＩ＞0.

time T is time interval of one cycle of alternating.

T Then the correcepodence T⇔2π is called phase

in such way as T/2⇔π.

⑵inductor Ｌ： Ｖ Ｉ

Ｖ Ｉ

∿ time

Ｈ

T1 T2

Inductor consumes nothing in a cycle with creating & anihilating magnetic

field Ｈ energy.In T1 cycle,it absorbs positive energy from generator(for

inducing magnetic energy in field),while in T2 it outputs positive one(magnetic

field return energy to generator).Also note that in T1 cycle,ＶＩ＞0，while in

T2 cycle,ＶＩ＜0,each of which are cancelled with each other.The magnetic

energy is created and anihilated around the coils' neighbour space in a cycle.

Ｓ



⑶radiation from dipole antenna(transversal electro-magnetic wave radiation).

Ｖ Ｉ Two rods are anntena on which voltage and current

are distributed as the figure.Then Ｐ＝ＶＩ＞０,

so, dipole antenna consumes power Ｐ same as Ｒ.

The energy is converted so called transversal

∿ electro-magnetic wave radiation into space.

Ｅ Transversal wave is one,of which amplitude oscillating

Ｐ directs perpendicular to the propagation direction Ｐ.

Ｈ It is the same as wave on water surface.

⑷What is magnetic field,electric current and electoro-maginetic(EM) wave？．

<Tranversal wave as Ａ wave>.

It,s collective of spin currents such as .

It's like tops arrangement.

In the other hand,curennt is created by

surfacial collective of spin currents.

Now each spin current is supposed to have same intensity.

Then not that adjacent currents are cancelled with each other due to their

opposite directions.Hence only the outer side currents are to be survibed.

A transversal wave stimulated by alternate currents is propagation of such

spin arrangements.Therefore tranversal one is essentially magnetic wave.

Thus vaccume field(in which EM wave can propagate)is not mere empty,but is

collective of spin currents with electron=e- and anti-electron=positron=e+

pair(0*＝e-＋e+).Nothing EM field is collective of random orienting

spin currents with their cancellaton on the intensities.

⑸capacitor Ｃ：A capacitor is two opposite conductor surface within insulator.

+++++ Even without conductor,there can be current by inducing

∿ Ｅ eletric polarization.In insulator,there is spontaneous charge

----- separation(electric polarizations＝dipole-nization)

such as － ＋ due to so called internal molecule bonding

quantum force.Then Ｅ acts arrangement of dipoles orientation along Ｅ ,which

yeiled so called displacement current.



⒜without Ｅ(random orientation). ⒝with Ｅ(arranged orientation).

Total sum of the field seems zero Ｅ

by ± cancellation. - +

- +

Ｅ＝0.

⒞Displacement current is proportional to change speed of Ｅ.

Ｖ Ｉ

T1 T2

As has been mentioned in ⑵inductor Ｌ,Ｐ＝ＶＩ＝0 in a cycle.T1(ＶＩ＞0) is

called charging phase while energy is reseved in capacitor,and T2(ＶＩ＜0) is

that of discharing one while energy is retern to generator.Thus you note that

Ｌ and Ｃ is symmetric in their behaviour.Ｃ concerns with electric field Ｅ

energy.Capacitor acts as very short time battery.Then capacitance Ｃ is defined

with reserved charge amount Ｑ=ＣＶ,where Ｖ is voltage between two electrodes.

❸Radiation from mono-pole antenna(longitudinal charge density wave radiation).

①As for longitudinal wave:

Typical exmaple is acoustic wave,which propagete as vibration of air volume

density ρ directing toward the propagation of x axis.

ρ

x

This chapter is the main theme of appendix A3:.Reader should carefully recognize

its essense.Most utilized EM wave(A wave) such as portable phon is transversal

one consuming energy for radiation,but there exists another mode called

longitudinal electro-potential wave,φ wave,or charge density wave(B wave)

which seldom utilized in commercial. However it is quite reasoable in standard

quantum electromagnetic theory(QED),but not complete in clasical one.

And also,it has remarkable features.



Ｍ

②Monopole capacitor and the propagation of polarization domino:

⒜the situation: Ｇ is earth of voltage＝0. B is battery connecting to

+ monopole anttena Ｍ through switch SW.Ｍ is a sphere

+ + of conducting surface.Making SW on causes Ｍ equi-

+ + voltage of B by flowing charge(current) on Ｍ.

+ + The collctive charge is to induce polarization around Ｍ.

Then means forming dipole (-～+).Then outer side of

I SW also are induced as .Thus this induction is to

B propagate toward outer side of M.This is longitudinal

Ｇ electoro potential wave or charge density one or B wave.

In avobe situatio,only the positive charge density of paropagation head

surface is to propagate with decreasing its intensity as propagate goes on,and

following wave are nothing.Therefore accomplishing stationary propagation,

DC battery should be exchange to ac gnenerator.B wave has nothing magnetic one.

⒝The propagation is described by QED (and also in clasical one(CED)).

③Monopole anntena Ｍ is capacitor consuming nothing energy and also the

radiated B wave becomes so to say "a flying ac battery with positive energy".

⑴As was mentioned in ②⒜,the propagation head surface is charge densityρ,

which has positive difeinite field energy density ρφ＞０,where φ is the

voltage (mesured from the earth V=0)formed by the charge density ρ themselve.

⑵As the consequence,Ｂ wave becomes a flying ac battery with positive energy.

ＡR Thus the charge density on the reciver electrode(ＡR) is

B wave to generate voltage Ｖ=φ between the ground Ｖ＝0.

I That is,attachment of flying ac battery on ＡR.

R The voltage can generate power to heat up resistor R.

This fact was verified by experiments by authorhimself.

Ｇ

☞:Note that the mesurement must be sufficient distance between Ｍ and ＡR of

so called "in wavenized distance",but not "in static one".

⑶From where the energy come ?!.It comes from the biggest hearted Gravity Bank !.

E＝mc² is the famous Einstein's formula on energy and mass.The mass generates

gravity field with the negative field energy -E cancelling +E in the universe.

By unifying general guage field theory<R.Utiyama,1956> and the quantization one

<L.D.Faddeev-V.N.Popov,1967>had established quantum gravitational field theory

(1995),which(QGD) is to disclose the deatils.Because a EM field is mere a

derivative of QGD field.



❹Warning for the safety:
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B wave never shold be radiated in electrically non-sheilded space.Because,

⑴A monopole(charge density wave) radiation never can be terminated in view

point of charge conservation low.It breaks down the low.

☞:A highly condensed mono-charge density has possibility of becoming bomb.

Also author consider so called artificial earthquake weapon is B wave.

These facts must be officially disclosed in opened international stage.

⑵The holly vaccume world must be nothing contamination with B wave,

which is also called dipole ghost.

⑶For accomplishing above mentioned safety requirements,so called

double balanced earthing method with spontaneous ±leakage field cancellation

in shielded system is absolutely necessary.

The details will be mentioned in later.



A4:The Gigantic Decieving People

by the Eetablished World Wide Mass-Communications.

or How to Accomplish Peoples United Action with the Truthes.

❶Low of game:There would be nothing defeat even in onehundred battle,

if we had accomplished to know "enemy and ownself"...Sun tzu.

⑴{Rock, paper, scissors} is wellknown game and has all of the features of game.

To win or defeat is entirely depends on probababilical selcting tactics.If one

could estimate better probability of enemie's tactics,win become more possible.

Therefore reducing loss of information is decisive.Thus we must endeavor to

survey informations on enemy and ownself thoroughly.Enemy also do so !.

⑵Estimating enemy's response:<All is changing as time goes on>

Executing our tactics never fail to cause enemy's response,which might be

harmful.Thus sequential estimating on progress of battle is necessary.

Above all,to guess enemy's mind thoroughly is also extremly important.

⑶Fail is frequently due to wrong estimation for ownself:

⑷People can be grown to be tough by trainnings.

⑸⑹⑺

❷How to make large scale deceptive against people<the general principles>.

⑴Making upside down in commonsense.

"In conspiracycal world,everything becomes upside down"....Allen Daress.

☞:caution that upside down of upside down is not upside down.

⑵"Feeling too much difficulty" make people tend not to do anything ！.

⒜Therefore,they do make extraordinary abnormal happening in order to make

people' mind confusional and desperate such as 9/11. In other words,

It's enemy's very wish,and is being catched in their trap.

It is not that people do not know facts,but that they know rather well of them,

still they accomplish nothing remarkable good results.

Even though they live in the situation becoming worse,they do nothing,Why not?.

⑴Then "feeling too much difficulty" make people tend not to do anything ！.

⑵"Feeling too much that most of others do also nothing" make people tend

not to do anything ！.

⑶Therefore, above all,answer for how to make them "ease" is necessary.



⒝Desensitizing treatment method:

At first,information is to be leaked to minor people,who becomes state

mentioned in ⒜.This situation is gradually to propagate,which makes the

situation ⑶.This is callled desensitizing treatment in allergy ill.

⑶"Feeling too much that most of others do also nothing" make people tend

not to do anything ！?.

⒜People generally tend to be infulenced or to accord with movements of the

major around them without veryfing truthes.Though,they are gradually to

recogonize whole truthes.

⒝Then without mass-media propaganda,they are rather in difficult to recognize

how many know so as whole.Thus you know the real role of mass media now.

☞:Today,people are to have many same informations simuletaneously by mass media.

It is so to say gigantic common recognitions on the world,which activate them

and society.Thus people's relying on mass media might make them their

marionets.What in the world,who pay their incomes！。

☞:Therefore, above all,answer for how to make them "ease" is necessary.

⒞Devide and rule people is their basic strategy,so people never be alone.

Above all,to make reliable friends as many as possible is the best.

Trusting friends is more precious than guarding ownself against betray.

⑷Enemy will attack on our weakpoints thoroughly.

☞:Everyone has own peculiar weakpoints,so self-recognition is necessary.

egocentric,money,sex,health,benefitial & powered position in soceity,

vanity,fame,jealousy,hatered,ignorance,secret,fear,anger,grief,drink & drug,

poor,rich,ideolgy fighting,anything competetive,anything heavy in mind has

danger for being utilized in conspiracy when it is known to enemy.

☞:Why such as this report is allowable to disclose ?,since there is nothing for

them to take in from this report.They are evil specialists on these problems.

In general,it is people who are not familiar with these problems.

⑸Example analysis<The problem of independence movement of Tibet from Chaina>.

Now the independence movement of Tibet from Chaina is activated at every

nations in the world by foreiner Tibetians.A cause is reasoable hostility

against Chainese monopoly in commerce,politics,culture in Tinbet.Another may be

bashing on upstart force as China by the established western world powers.



❸Speciall Caution on the Mass Media Informations：

⑴The principle//all the benefit for the establishments(nobility the heredetary).

As they have fear for decline,so they are eagerly to seek hegemony.

The motives make this world heaven and hell simuletaneously.For the purpose,

world wide informations are controlled and manipulated by the certain center.

☞:People are devided those who dominate and those who are dominated.

⑵The Establishments(＝ESTB＝nobilities ＆ monopoly capitalists the heredetary):

⒜Bush-imperial UK-imperial Japan,Europe and Asia nobility,

Rockfeller,Morgan,Dupon,Melon,miritary & industry complex,sub groupes(USA),

Rothschild,etc(Europe and Asia).Note on USA-UK-Japan speciall connections.

⒝Their faithful servants:elites of each nations.

mass media,capitalists,beurocrats,educational,police and miritary,

⑶The World Counter Powers against(!) or cooperating(?) with ESTB:

All the people of the world except their faithful servants(=elites of each

nation !,?) who are exploited by ESTB almost without consious.

⑷From above relation view,contemporary issues should be analyzed its reality.

⒜They never speak ills of their master the ESTB.

⒝They make fascismnized conspiracy against counter power against ESTB.Hence,

serious facts are often concealed.Thus people are caused being large scale

deceptive.The most large and typical may be the case of 9/11,

⒞Most fundamental knowldges on natural science,technolgy and religeous facts

are concealed.the being of God,creation of this universe,most basic low for

comprehension,etc,especially history(criminal one of dominators) is the worst.

⒟Now world people is so to say a drug user dreaming heaven at steepest cliff.

In so called advanced nations,it had become quite dairy seen that in super

markets,there be filled with too many goujeous goods.At hoeme,there be filled

with too many energy consiuming goods.To get land for discarding wastes

becomes steadily harder than get goods.People now seems becoming almost

competive vanity animal in their dressing,housing,and anyother.However their

menthality seems far from true recognitions.They are so to say a naked king.

On the other hands,hungry people are seriously increasing and also neglected.

⒠The most emergent problem now is the global thermalized crisis and may be now

the largest scale deceptive in the humann history.



A5:The Legend of Great Prophets：

❶Theoretical estimation by scientifical way:

⑴The completeness theorem(see A2)：

A truth is a realization and truth is provable by logicale way(causality low).

⑵The incompleteness theorem(see A2)：

Acutal scientific proposition is almost incomplete(out of causality low),then

almost predictions become probabilitical due to lack of certain informations.

It is impossible to make nothing of information loss in generall.You never can

tell tommorow's stock price without uncertainty.

⑶Emprical knowledges by speciallists<These are also incomplete>.

❷Prediction by prophet.

In the past,people has been considering prediction by prophet is out of science.

But it had been found to be entirely reasoable by quantum physics and logic.

⑴Vaccume world is the allmighty one(see A2).It is world of spiritual being.

They are allmighty being without physical low restriction.They knows the all.

⑵If communication becomes possible between man on earth(prophet) and allmighty

being,they can be prophet.Communication becomes possible with B wave(see:A3)

of nothing energy consumption between their brains(hypothess of telepathy).

⑶Animal brain activity is that of neuron which is also electro-chemical

reactions with many charge particles radiating B wave in neuron cells.

⑷Telepathy has been known emprically especially between twin,or intimate family.

⑸Another possibility is so called soul escaping from vivid body to the vaccume

world.Thus prophet become temporal allmighty being,then he reincurnate to

ordinary world with precious informations.This case quitely agrees with his

testimony of Professor Jucelino Nobrega da Luz the famous Brazilian prophet.

⑹THE SLEEPING PROPHET EDGER CASEY(Jess Stern,1966,Doubleday & Company Inc,USA)

may be the case of ⑵,in which he made remarkable prediction as follows.

As for above statement,author could not help to remind two great Russianish

persons,proffesor Jucelino who is Russianish Brzillian and teach us similar

religeous phylosophy,and also the great inventor Nicola Tesla who was also

Serbs(Russianish).

People has nothing means for future prediction except theoretical estimation

by scientifical way and prediction by so called prophet.

Through Russia,hope of the world has come.It is not such sort of communism,but

is a fundametal principle of free to live for others.......p140(Japanese edition)


